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Decoration Balloon Arch 

 

Decoration Balloon ArchDecoration balloon arch is a 

popular balloon arch decoration launched by Chinese 

balloon manufacturer Borun Balloon Factory. Under 

THE protection of the QIANJIA brand decoration 

balloon arch than other balloon suppliers of high 

quality balloon, balloon buyers are very favored by a 

balloon Garland decoration. At present, it is a popular 

decoration balloon arch on the e-commerce 

platform.After several years of development, the 

production technology of borun Balloon factory in China has improved a lot, and has won the 

recognition of many customers. Borun Balloon manufacturers can produce more than 15,000 sets 

of rose balloon arches every day, which will be supplied to customers all over the world. 

American customers are currently the largest buyers of this decoration balloon arch, with more 

than 50,000 units already being shipped to the United States. 

 

 

Product Description 

We believe that everyone loves beautiful things. Decoration balloon arch when inviting your 

friends and family to your wedding or birthday party for even more fun. The balloon arch 

garland is a great party ornament. This balloon arch is made of flesh pink and rose red 

balloons, perfect for a beautiful girl to decorate her memorable birthday party. The balloon arch 

can be used as an interior decoration or as a background wall for photos, and the atmosphere 

of the party will be even more heated with the rose balloon. 

  

The use of decoration balloon arch is very many, many customers regard it as a party 

decoration tool, such as birthday party decoration, wedding party decoration, baby shower 

party decoration, so the balloon arch set is very popular party decoration. It is important to 

choose different styles of balloon arches according to the party you are hosting. Wedding party 

you can choose white and gold balloon with the arch, birthday party decoration balloon arch 

you can arbitrarily choose your favorite balloon arch decoration set. Of course, the same type 

of balloon arch can be used to decorate many kinds of parties. 

  

Borun China balloon factory produces a lot of High quality latex balloons and balloon 

accessories in the balloon arch kit, which can completely meet customers' own hand-made 

balloon products. We will place the balloon arch renderings on the product packaging, and 

show the balloon making steps to guide customers to complete the balloon arch. Each 

customer can also independently design and assemble their favorite balloon arch style 

according to the steps. 

  

Borun Balloon Factory is a professional balloon manufacturer and supplier in China. We serve 

our customers wholeheartedly. In order to ensure the quality of the balloons, we use 
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professional inspection equipment to check the quality of the balloons for the first time, and 

then manually recheck the quality of the balloons. We will not ship any balloons with defective 

quality to customers. At present, Borun Balloon factory has enough balloons to accept any 

customized balloon arch, and we guarantee that the balloon arch can be shipped to customers 

within 30 days. If you would like to wholesale balloon arch please contact us as soon as 

possible, we will let you buy high quality latex balloon products at a discount. 

 


